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Abstract—We study the effect of quantization on the perfor-
mance of a scalar dynamical system in the high rate regime.
We evaluate the LQ cost for two commonly used quantizers:
uniform and logarithmic and provide a lower bound on per-
formance of any centroid-based quantizer based on entropy
arguments. We also consider the case when the channel drops
data packets stochastically.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years analysis of linear systems in which the
process and the controller communicate using a digital
communication channel has gained increasing attention. This
situation can model various situations in which the controller
and the process are physically separated and communication
between the two is assumed to be over a finite bandwidth
channel, such as in networked or distributed control applica-
tions. Moreover, this area lies at the intersection of control
theory and communications and as such can provide useful
insights into both the areas.
As a result, this problem has been analyzed with increasing
regularity since the seminal paper [6]. The problem of stabi-
lization with finite communication bandwidth was considered
by Wong and Brockett [24], [25]. Baillieul [1] also reported
a tight bound on the data rate requirement for stabilizing
a scalar system. Nair et al [19], [18] considered the stabi-
lization of stochastic linear systems and Markov jump linear
systems with finite data rates. Tatikonda [22] studied stabi-
lization of finite-dimensional discrete-time noiseless linear
processes and also presented results about the optimal LQG
control of linear systems across noisy feedback links (see
also [2]). Elia and Mitter [7] considered the question of
optimal quantizer for stabilization. Various quantization and
coding schemes for stabilization have been studied in the
literature, (see, e.g., [20], [3], [16], [12], [13], [9]).
However, most of the work reported so far has focused
on the effect of quantization on stability. It is worthwhile
to also consider the question of performance of the sys-
tem in the presence of quantization. The performance of a
scalar statically quantized system with delays was considered
in [23]. Lemmon and Ling [15] presented an upper bound for
the quantization noise for the case when dynamic uniform
quantization is done over a channel that drops packets. They
defined the performance in terms of signal to quantization
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ratio and presented some interesting trade-offs between the
number of bits, locations of the system poles and the
performance.
In this paper we study the effect of quantization on the
LQR performance of the system. We consider a linear time-
invariant scalar system with a control law in place and
see how the performance degrades as less and less data
is allowed to pass from the process to the controller. We
come up with some interesting bounds for specific quantizers
and some entropy-based general bounds on any centroid-
based quantization and encoding scheme. We also consider
extensions to dynamic quantization schemes and packet-
dropping channels.
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section,
we set up the problem and define some notation. We then
study some specific static quantizers, dynamic quantizers
and the extension to packet-dropping channels. We end with
conclusions and outline some scope for future work.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
Consider the situation described in Figure 1. We have
a linear time-invariant process evolving in discrete time
according to the relation
xk+1 = axk + uk + wk (1)
with xk ∈ R as the process state, uk as the control input and
wk as zero-mean white noise. The noise wk is assumed to be
bounded in an interval [−M,M ] with variance σ2. The initial
condition x0 is assumed to be uniformly distributed in a
symmetric interval [−u, u] and is assumed to be independent
of wk.
The process state is observed in a noiseless fashion by
the encoder. The encoder denotes a mapping from the state
xk to a stream of bits bk. The encoder has access to all
the previous states {xj}kj=0 and the previous control signals
{uj}
k−1
j=0 when it encodes xk . We restrict our attention to
encoders that merely perform the action of quantization and
ignore the possibility of other source coding.
The bit-stream {bk} is transmitted over a channel. We will
chiefly be concerned with noiseless digital channels. After
passing through the channel, the bits are received at the
decoder. The decoder looks at the bit stream and outputs
an estimate of the state xˆk . The decoder has access to all the
previous bit streams {bj}kj=0, the previous decoded estimates
{xˆj}
k−1
j=0 and the previous control signals {uj}
k−1
j=0 when it
decodes {bk}. We assume a linear control law of the form
uk = fxˆk. This control signal uk is then used in the further
evolution of the process described by (1). We assume that
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there is no channel present between the controller and the
process.
In the absence of any encoder, channel and decoder, we
have xˆk = xk. In general the two quantities would not be
equal. For this process we consider the finite-time and infinite
Process Encoder
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u
Fig. 1. Representation of the system considered.
time horizon LQ costs given by
JK = E
[
K∑
k=0
x2kq + u
2
kr
]
J∞ = lim
K→∞
1
K
JK , (2)
where, as usual, q is positive and r is non-negative. We
assume that system has been sufficiently well-designed so
that it remains stable and inside the range of operation of
the quantizer at all times to avoid quantizer over-flow. The
assumption of bounded noise is crucial in this. We wish to
consider the effect of various quantizers on JK and J∞.
We will denote the probability density function of a
continuous random variable X by fX(x) and its expectation
by E [X ]. The differential entropy of X is denoted by h(X)
and defined according to (see, e.g., [5])
h(X) = −
∫ ∞
−∞
fX(x) log fX(x)dx,
where 0 log 0 is interpreted as 0 and the log is taken to the
base 2. A scalar quantizer Q of size N is a mapping from an
interval on the real number line into a finite set C containing
N reproduction points called codewords. The interval is
partitioned into N cells where the i-th cell, denoted by
Ri, is an interval for which each point maps to the i-th
codeword yi. The quantizer is said to be mid-point based
if the reconstruction level yi is the mid-point of the cell Ri.
It is said to be centroid-based if yi is the centroid (conditional
expectation of x in region Ri) of region Ri. We will always
assume that the boundaries of the cells are the mid-points of
the quantization levels. We call a quantizer static or fixed if
the mapping does not change with time, otherwise we call it
dynamic. The rate of the quantizer is defined as r = log2(N).
We will be interested in the mean squared distortion of the
quantizer defined as D = E
[
|X − Xˆ |2
]
when the scalar
random variable X is quantized and reproduced as Xˆ .
III. ANALYSIS
We begin by considering the case when the quantizer is
fixed. In general, the cost function is not easy to calculate
analytically. This is because the quantization error depends
on the probability density function of xk which is not easy
to calculate as time k evolves. To obtain a handle on the
performance of different quantizers, we make the high rate
approximation, which says that the rate of the quantizer is
high (and hence the distortion is low). The results we obtain
can thus be treated as approximations which become better
as the rate of the code increases. At high rates, we can use
the following result from source coding theory [11].
Theorem 1: Given a scalar quantizer with a mean square
based distortion measure d(x, y) = ||x − y||2, the expected
distortion of the random variable X being quantized can be
bounded as follows
d¯ ≥ d¯L =
1
12N2
E
[
λ(X)−2
]
,
where λ(X) is the asymptotic quantizer density normal-
ized to unit integral, obtained as we keep on increasing
the number of quantization levels while N refers to the
total number of quantization cells. Further, the lower bound
becomes tighter as the rate of the code gets high.
Uniform quantizer: We first consider a mid-point based
uniform quantizer, which is a very simple and commonly
used quantizer. We first note that if the region to be quantized
is [−t, t], the asymptotic quantizer density is given by λ(x) =
1
2t . Since N =
2t
δ
, the distortion measure evaluates to
d¯ = δ
2
12 . In addition we note the following result from [17]
that is valid at high rates. For a mid-point based uniform
quantizer, if we denote the variable being quantized as xk
and the quantization error by δk, then E [xkδk]  E
[
δ2k
]
and thus can be approximated to be zero1. Thus
JK = (q + rf
2)E[x20]
K∑
k=0
(a + f)2k + rf2(K + 1)
δ2
12
+
q + rf2
1− (a + f)2
(
f2δ2
12
+ σ2
) K∑
k=0
(1− (a + f)2k).
For calculation of J∞ we need to find conditions such that
JK/K does not diverge. To this end, we assume that (a +
f)2 < 1 and that E[x2k+1] < E[x2k]. The first condition
means f is stabilizing while the second condition places a
limit on the size of the quantization cell. Assuming that there
are N quantization cells, this condition implies that
N2 ≥
f2u2
3 (1− (a + f)2)E[x2k]− 3σ
2
.
In particular for k = 0, this condition implies
N2 ≥
f2u2
(1− (a + f)2)u2 − 3σ2
.
1The result is true only under some technical conditions listed in [17]
that, however, hold in our case.
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Note that for the case when there is no noise and the control
law f = −a, this reduces to the results derived in [22]. With
these assumptions, the infinite-horizon cost is
J∞ = rf
2 δ
2
12
+
q + rf2
1− (a + f)2
(
f2δ2
12
+ σ2
)
.
Logarithmic Quantizer: We now calculate the cost for a
mid-point based logarithmic quantizer that has been shown to
be the most optimal quantizer for stabilization [7]. To apply
Theorem 1 for a logarithmic quantizer that is operating over
the union of the regions [−a,−] and [, a], we note that the
asymptotic quantizer density is given by
λ(x) =
1
|x|
|normalized to unit integral =
1
2|x| ln(a

)
.
Now consider a logarithmic quantizer with ratio g. Thus
the quantization cells are given for the positive axis by the
intervals [, g], [g, g2], · · · , [gp−1, gp], where p and N
are related by 2p = N . Since gp = a,
d¯ =
1
3
(
ln(g)
2
)2
E
[
x2k
]
=
(ln g)2
12
E
[
x2k
]
≈ E
[
Δ2k
]
.
Using the fact that
−
√
E[Δ2k]E[x
2
k] ≤ E[Δkxk] ≤
√
E[Δ2k]E[x
2
k],
we can obtain that
h1E[x
2
0]
1− gK+11
1− g1
+
h1σ
2(K − 1 + gK+11
1− g1
≤ JK
≤ h2E[x
2
0]
1− gK+12
1− g2
+
h2σ
2(K − 1 + gK+12
1− g2
,
where
g1 = (a + f)
2 + cf2 − 2 | f(a + f) |
√
c
g2 = (a + f)
2 + cf2 + 2 | f(a + f) |
√
c
h1 = q + rf
2 + rcf2 − 2rf2
√
c
h2 = q + rf
2 + rcf2 + 2rf2
√
c
and c = (ln g)
2
12 . Thus a necessary condition for J∞ to exist
is g1 ≤ 1 and a sufficient condition is g2 ≤ 1. Assuming
these conditions exist, we obtain
h1σ
2
1− g1
≤ J∞ ≤
h2σ
2
1− g2
.
Lower Bound for Centroid-based Quantizers: It is well-
known that the optimal quantizer minimizing the mean-
square distortion error is a centroid-based quantizer [11].
Since the density function of xk depends on the densities
of all previous quantization errors, it is difficult to compute
a priori and the optimal quantizer has to be obtained at
every step through an iterative algorithm such as the Lloyd-
Max algorithm [10], [11] or through a dynamic programming
based algorithm [4]. We now consider such quantizers. To
begin with, we note that for centroid-based quantizers (see,
e.g., [17]) E[Δkxˆk] = 0 for every time step k. Thus
E[x2k+1] = (a + f)
2E[x2k]− (f
2 + 2af)E[Δ2k] + σ
2.
Thus the cost can be evaluated as
JK =
K∑
k=0
[
−rf2E[Δ2k] + (q + rf
2)(a + f)2kE[x20]
+σ2(q + rf2)
k−1∑
j=0
(a + f)2j − (f2 + 2af)×
(q + rf2)
k−1∑
j=0
(a + f)2jE[Δ2k−1−j ]
]
.
The cost can easily be evaluated for specific quantizers such
as uniform or logarithmic. Instead, we lower bound the
cost function for any centroid-based quantizer using entropy
arguments that do not require high-rate approximations. We
note the following [5]
• Given n bits to describe a random variable X with
differential entropy h(X), the error can have differential
entropy no less than h(X)− n.
• Given a random variable X with differential entropy
h(X), the lowest possible variance of X is 12πe2
2h(X).
• The Entropy-Power Inequality: Given two independent
random variables X and Y with differential entropy
h(X) and h(Y ) respectively,
22h(X+Y ) ≥ 22h(X) + 22h(Y ).
• Entropy of a random variable X is no less than the
entropy ofX given additional information about another
random variable Y .
At time step k = 0, the entropy is simply h(x0), thus the
entropy of Δ0 is at least h(x0)− n. At time step k = 1, we
have
h(x1) ≥ h (x1|xˆ0) = h (ax0 + w0|xˆ0) .
Now x0 and w0 are independent (even given xˆ0). Denote
the entropy of the noise by h(w). Then
22h(x1) ≥ 22h(ax0|xˆ0) + 22h(w|xˆ0)
= 22 log(a)+2h(x0|xˆ0) + 22h(w)
≥ 22 log(a)22h(x0)−2n + 22h(w).
Let c = a22−2n. Thus we obtain
h(x1) ≥
1
2
log
[
c22h(x0) + 22h(w)
]
h(Δ1) ≥
1
2
log
[
c22h(x0) + 22h(w)
]
− n.
Similarly we may obtain
h(Δk) ≥
1
2
log
⎡
⎣ck22h(x0) + k−1∑
j=0
cj22h(w)
⎤
⎦− n.
Finally the error variance at time step k is bounded by
E[Δ2k] ≥
1
2πe
2−2n
⎡
⎣ck22h(x0) + k−1∑
j=0
cj22h(w)
⎤
⎦ .
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Thus we can evaluate the lower bound on cost function as
K∑
k=0
[
−rf2
1
2πe
2−2n
⎛
⎝ck22h(x0) + k−1∑
j=0
cj22h(w)
⎞
⎠
+ (q + rf2)(a + f)2kE[x20] + σ
2(q + rf2)
k−1∑
j=0
(a + f)2j
− (f2 + 2af)(q + rf2)
1
2πe
2−2n
k−1∑
j=0
(a + f)2j
(
22h(x0)ck−j−1 +
k−j−2∑
i=0
22h(w)ci
)]
.
Further, if we assume
(a + f)2 ≤ 1, a22−2n ≤ 1, (3)
we obtain
J∞ = −rf
2 1
2πe
2−2n22h(w)
1
1− c
+
σ2(q + rf2)
1− (a + f)2
−(f2+2af)(q+rf2)
1
2πe
22(h(w)−n)
1
1− (a + f)2
1
1− c
.
We do not yet have an analytic expression for the tightness
of the bound. Note that the condition given in (3) is similar
to the condition obtained for stability of a scalar unstable
system in, e.g., [1]. Also, since we are interested only in
quantizing the current state, we escape the complexity of
having to define terms like average conditional entropy power
as in [19].
So far we have assumed that the quantization is not
followed by any noiseless coding. Moreover we have concen-
trated on the case of fixed rate quantization. Thus we defined
the rate of the quantizer as log(N), where N is the number
of quantization levels. If we assume that noiseless coding is
permitted, it makes more sense to consider the entropy of
the output vector as a measure of the rate. In such a case,
we note the following result [11]
Theorem 2: The constrained entropy high rate quantizer
bound is given by
d¯L ≥
1
12
e−2
(
H(q(X))−h(X)
)
,
where h(X) is the differential entropy of the random variable
X while H(q(X)) is the entropy of quantized variable
q(X). Furthermore, equality is achieved if and only if the
asymptotic quantizer density λ(x) is a constant, that is, the
quantizer reproduction vectors are uniformly distributed over
some set having probability 1. Thus the bound is achieved by
high rate lattice vector quantizers since they have a uniform
density of quantization levels.
If we define rate as R = H(q(X)) (which gives the average
codeword length achievable using noiseless coding and hence
the average rate), we obtain the above bound. For a fixed R,
it can be proved that this distortion is lower than the one
achieved for a given code rate. However, actually achieving
this rate might require long codewords and hence might not
be practical in a real-time system. There also have been
some works in the information theory literature, e.g. [21],
that provide a way to bound the output entropy of a quantizer
given the number of levels of the quantizer. Such works may
provide an interesting way to achieve a trade-off between the
two notions of rate that we have presented.
Dynamic Quantization: It is apparent that only the region
corresponding to the uncertainty that the decoder has about
xk needs to be quantized and the information sent. We now
consider this case of dynamic quantization in which the
number of quantization levels N remains fixed; however
the range over which quantization is being done varies
with time. This is similar to schemes like prediction based
encoding outlined in [12] and yields better performance, at
the cost of added complexity due to a time-varying quantizer.
Moreover it assumes some level of synchronization between
the encoder and the decoder so that both agree on the specific
quantizer to which the bits at time k pertain.
For simplicity, we consider only the infinite-time horizon
cost function J∞. For the case of a uniform quantizer with
N levels, the quantization step size at time k is given by
Nδk = lk = aδk−1 + 2M.
The variance of the quantization error at time k, E[Δ2k] can
be evaluated as before to be δ
2
k
12 . Thus
J∞ =
q + rf2
1− (a + f)2
(
σ2 +
f2M2
3(N2 − a2)
)
+
rf2M2
3(N2 − a2)
.
The conditions for existence of J∞ are
(a + f)2 ≤ 1,
a
N
< 1.
Also note that this cost is equivalent to that of a static
uniform quantizer with step size δ = 4M2
N2−a2
. Since the
cost function for a static uniform quantizer is an increasing
function in the step size δ, this gives us a relation between
the parameters M , N and a for determining which of the
two quantizers, static or dynamic, is better.
Stochastic Packet Drops: So far we have assumed a perfect
channel model, in that the bits {bk} were transmitted to the
decoder without fail. A more realistic channel model is one
that suffers from stochastic data loss. In this paper, we model
the data loss using the random packet loss model. At each
time step, the channel can either be in a ‘good’ or a ‘bad’
state. In the good state, it transmits the bits {bk} while in
the bad state the packet containing the bits is dropped and
no data is transmitted to the decoder. For simplicity we shall
consider only the case when the channel transitions between
these two states in an i.i.d. fashion although the results may
readily be extended to the case when the transition occurs
according to a Markov chain (the classical Gilbert-Elliot
channel model [8]). Let the probability of packet drop at
every time step be p. Note that the expectation in the cost
function is now also over the probability of packet drops at
each time step. For simplicity, we consider only J∞ for the
case of a midpoint-based uniform quantizer. In this case, the
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state evolves according to the equation
xk+1 =
{
(a + f)xk + fΔk + wk with prob 1− p
axk + wk with prob p.
(4)
For a uniform quantizer, E[Δ2k] = δ
2
12 while Δk and wk are
independent of each other. Thus we can evaluate the steady-
state covariance as
P∞ =
(1− p)f2 δ
2
12 + σ
2
1− (a + f)2(1− p)− a2p
.
Since the cost function is given by
J∞ = (q + rf
2)P∞ + rf
2 δ
2
12
,
it can be easily evaluated. For convergence, we have the
additional condition (1− p)(a + f)2 + pa2 < 1.
Example: In this subsection, we consider a simple exam-
ple to illustrate the above results. We consider the system
parameter a = 2 The initial condition x0 is assumed to be
uniformly distributed in the range [−20, 20] while the white
noise wk is assumed to be uniformly distributed in the range
[−1, 1]. The cost function we consider is
J = lim
k→∞
E
[
x2k + u
2
k
]
.
For this cost function, the optimal control law without
quantization turns out to be f = −1.618. We use this control
law to consider the performance of various quantization
schemes considered above. For the quantizers that operate
on a fixed range, the minimum region to be quantized is
[−20, 20]. We will assume that the control law does not allow
the system to go outside this range, thus avoiding quantizer
overflow.
Figures 2 and 3 show a comparison of our theoretical
approximations with simulation results for uniform and log-
arithmic quantizers respectively. The simulation results refer
to the cost in steady state averaged over 10000 runs for a
system using the particular quantizer. The initial condition
and the noise driving the system were chosen randomly for
each run. It can be seen that the approximations are quite
good, at least in this example. It can be seen that even
for this simple system, logarithmic quantizer yields much
better performance for the same number of bits. However, for
convergence, the uniform quantizer requires 2 or more bits
while for  = 0.1, the necessary and sufficient conditions for
logarithmic quantizer require 3 and 4 bits respectively. Also,
it may be noted that the plots provide merely a qualitative
comparison since the expressions provided in the analysis
are approximations. Figure 4 shows a comparison of the
performance achieved by the dynamic uniform quantizer with
the performance bound derived using entropy arguments.
We see that the bound is reasonably tight in this example.
Of course, static quantizers perform much worse than the
dynamic quantizers, especially when a small number of bits
are used. Figure 5 shows the performance of the system as a
function of the packet loss probability across a channel that
drops packets in an i.i.d. fashion. A uniform quantizer with 6
bits is used. The system becomes unstable at the theoretical
value of p = 0.22.
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
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20
40
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100
120
Number of bits
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Theoretical Value
Simulation
Fig. 2. Performance of approximations presented in the paper for uniform
quantizer with simulation results.
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Fig. 3. Performance of approximations presented in the paper for
logarithmic quantizer with simulation results.
IV. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this work, we looked at a scalar system in which
the state is being quantized prior to its transmission to
the controller. We looked at the problem of evaluating the
performance of the controller in minimizing a quadratic cost
for uniform and logarithmic quantizers. We saw that the
problem is difficult to solve exactly in most cases; however
through approximations like high-rate assumption, we were
able to evaluate the performance. We also considered some
simple extensions such as dynamic quantization and packet
dropping channels.
There are many interesting directions in which this work
can be extended. So far we have only considered the case of
scalar processes. A more general case is when the process
state xk and measurement vector yk are vectors. Studying
quantization issues for such plants takes us into the realm
of vector quantization theory, which is less well-developed
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Fig. 4. Comparison of the dynamic quantizer performance with the lower
bound derived in the paper.
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Fig. 5. Performance of the system across a packet dropping channel.
than its scalar counterpart and hence the extension is not
trivial. The basic difficulty is that each component of the
vector yk carries information about other components and
hence it is extremely wasteful to do scalar quantization
on each component separately. If the system matrix A is
diagonal (or diagonalizable) and the matrix C is invertible,
and hence this dependence is not present, the results from
scalar quantization that we derive above can be used on
each component. We are currently working on extending
our results to the case when these assumptions do not hold.
Another important question is identification of the quantity
that should be quantized and sent across the link. Some initial
results are known in the area through the work of Ishwar et
al. [14], but more research needs to be done.
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